The boom in wireless networking technology has led to an exponential increase in the number of web comments. Therefore, sentiment analysis of web comments is vital, and aspect-based sentiment analysis(ABSA) is very useful for the sentiment feature extraction of web comments. Currently, context-dependent sentiment feature typically derives from recurrent neural networks (RNN), and an average target vector usually replaces the target vector. However, web comments have become increasingly complex, and RNN may lose some essential sentiment information. At the same time, the average target vector may be the wrong target feature. We propose a new Transformer based memory network (TF-MN) to correct the shortcomings of the previous method. In TF-MN, the task becomes the question-answering process, which optimizes context, question, and the memory module. We use a global self-attention mechanism and a local attention mechanism (memory network) to construct emotionally inclined web comment semantics. Since self-attention can only obtain global semantic links, words such as nouns, prepositions, and adverbs still affect the emotional extraction of comments. To shield the influence of unrelated vocabulary on classification, we propose to use improved memory networks to optimize the extraction of web comments semantics. We conduct experiments on two datasets, and experimental results show that our model exceeds the state-of-the-art model. INDEX TERMS ABSA, transformer, memory network, web comments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the future, there are billions of devices connected to the Internet, and data surround us. [1] , [2] So faster and more reliable data processing becomes critical. In recent years, the integration and centralized nature of cloud computing have proven to be cost-effective and flexible. However, the rise of the Internet of Things and mobile computing has put much pressure on network bandwidth. Ultimately, not all smart devices need to run with cloud computing.
In some cases, the round-trip transmission of data is excess. For example, web comments contain a large amount of text and images, and transferring this data requires many network resources. Using edge computing technology, we can store this data in a nearby server, then extract vital information from the data and pass it back to the server. The emotional intelligence contained in the web comments is a critical The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Afzal . feature, and it is necessary to extract it [3] . Therefore, an emerging field of sentiment and sentiment analysis appeared which uses human-computer interaction, information retrieval, and multi-modal signal processing to extract people's emotions from growing online social data [4] . In this paper, we mainly conduct sentiment analysis on the web comments of Weibo.
Weibo is a significant social platform that covers entertainment, social, shopping, and food. It not only satisfies people's social needs but also becomes one of the essential real-time information sources and centres of spreading public opinion. In the context of many Weibo users, each person's views or claims are universal and adaptable due to differences in academic qualifications and cognition. By performing sentiment analysis on the content published by Weibo users, it can restore the real emotions of users as much as possible, help people to get hot topics in time, help control the direction of public opinion, and help to analyze product reviews. This sentiment analysis technology not only assists users in optimizing their purchasing decisions, but also helps them to self-improve, improve market competitiveness, and accurately discover and exploit the hidden business and social values in Weibo.
Weibo sentiment analysis refers to judging the emotional tendency by analyzing and mining personal information in Weibo. At present, there are many studies on the emotional analysis of Weibo. According to the granularity, there are fine-grained sentiment analysis and coarse-grained sentiment analysis. The coarse-grained sentiment analysis is mainly based on the paragraph level and the sentence level, and only the emotional words are considered in the analysis process. The emotions of the evaluation object and its attributes are not considered. Fine-grained sentiment analysis generally refers to lexical-level sentiment analysis.
In this paper, we use aspect level sentiment analysis(ABSA), a fine-grained sentiment analysis technology, to process Weibo texts. A piece of Weibo text may contain many aspects, each of which expresses a variety of emotions. For example, the text, ''Nice service but the food was too bad.'' contains two aspects that express different emotions. With the help of aspect level sentiment analysis, we can conduct a fine-grained analysis of the opinions and emotions in Weibo. According to the above example, we analyze the emotions expressed in this text from two aspects. The sentiment polarity is positive when the target is ''service'', but it turns negative if ''food'' is the target. This hierarchical analysis method is handy for digging deep into the emotions expressed by a piece of text.
In terms of sentiment classification, whether it is coarse-grained or fine-grained sentiment analysis, the methods used can be divided into three sentiment analysis methods, which are supervised, unsupervised, and semisupervised.
Supervised machine learning method performs supervised training and testing through classifiers by selecting emotional classification features such as emotional words. The milestone is that Pang et al. applied three representative classifiers (support vector machine SVM, naive Bayes NB, maximum entropy ME) to classify the text emotionally [5] . Some scholars compare different classification algorithms. Yanxia Yang used the Bayesian algorithm and SVM classification algorithm to analyze the sentiment of Weibo and compared the advantages and disadvantages of the two algorithms in classification performance, showed that the Bayesian algorithm works better [6] . Some scholars have improved the classification algorithm to make the classification better. Chen Bingfeng et al. improved the Linear-chain CRF model. They proposed a two-layer CRF model, which can better satisfy the car entity's recognition of emotional entities and emotional tendency classification needs [7] .
The semi-supervised analysis method uses a small number of the labelled dataset and expands the size of the labelled dataset by testing some unlabeled data. Repeat the previous steps to predict the data step by step. Xiaoguang Zhu combined the existing annotation set with the active learn-ing method in semi-supervised learning to mark the emotional polarity and category of Weibo text, to reduce the cost of labelling, and apply the labelled dataset to supervised learning [8] .
Unsupervised sentiment analysis methods are based primarily on existing sentiment lexicons or the existing emotional dictionary, which is expanded to perform sentiment analysis on the text. Currently, it is representative and widely used in dictionary resources. The English language mainly includes WordNet and General Inquirer. Emotional dictionaries commonly used in Chinese are ''HowNet'', NTUSD, C-LIWC, DUTIR.
Since supervised learning relies on sufficient annotated corpus, Weibo, such a large amount of Internet text, leads to the manual inability to label large-scale corpora, and its scope and scale are limited. Besides, Weibo contains too much uncertainty; the unsupervised method of constructing an emotional dictionary cannot cover all emotions. Unlike traditional machine learning methods, we combine semi-supervised learning with the neural network learning method. A small set of annotation training sets is provided to predict the sentiment classification of unlabeled datasets.
Learning text features are vital for neural network learning. In neural networks models, sequence transduction models are one of the primary methods for learning text features. Moreover, the mainstream sequence transduction models include complex recurrent neural networks (RNN) and convolutional neural networks (CNN), all of which contain an encoder and a decoder. The model proposed by [9] to connect the encoder and decoder through the self-attention units is currently the best sequence transduction model, which takes into account the computational efficiency and conversion effect. In the sentiment analysis task, long short-term memory (LSTM) [10] and gated recurrent (GRU) [11] neural network models have learned the best text features. However, Weibo comments have become increasingly complex, and LSTM or GRU is quite challenging to extract the text feature of Weibo comments. To overcome this shortcoming that LSTM and GRU cannot handle long text, reference [12] proposes that the text can be divided into four parts to ensure that no critical information is lost, which directly affects the extraction of context-dependent text features.
On the other hand, a target usually consists of one or more words, it cannot express complete semantics, and it is impossible to obtain text features using a sequence transduction model. Multiple experiments have shown that the average target vector is the best way to obtain the target feature [13] . However, this method has significant drawbacks. For example, in the text ''Nice macarons in France are not good at all.'', the target is ''Nice macarons'', which consists of two words. Since the word embedding does not have sufficient vocabulary, it only contains ''Nice'', and ''macarons'' is equal to a set of microscopic random features. Thus, the average target feature of ''Nice macarons'' is erroneously approximately equal to the feature of ''Nice''. Based on the above analysis, we propose a memory network model based on the Transformer. The Transformer is a new sequence transduction model without recursive and convolutional structures. Its basic unit is a self-attention mechanism that can interactively calculate each part of the sequence (regardless of the size of the sequence) for better context-dependent text features. Then, we use the memory network to capture the sentiment information of the target in the Weibo comment. Our model has four modules: a context module that encodes Weibo comments, a sentiment question module that converts the target and encodes sentiment questions, a memory module that stores sentiment information, and an answer module that determines sentiment polarity.
The memory network comes from the question-answer task. However, there are no exact questions in the aspect-based sentiment analysis task. Previous methods typically constructed a question vector for a memory network using zero-fill or offset vectors, and we believe that each target in the text can become an emotional question. We propose a Transformer-based memory network model (TF-MN) whose sentiment question module treats each target in the text as an implicit question about ''What is the emotional tendency of the target in the text?'' Figure 1 is a flow chart of the TF-MN model.
The following three points are the contributions of our model:
• In the sentiment analysis task, we use a Transformer to extract long text features. Our model effectively solves the problem of not being able to extract long text features through LSTM and GRU accurately. • The sentiment question module does not average the target word vector but constructs emotional questions related to the target so that the target can accurately express the complete semantics. • Our model achieves the best accuracy on both datasets, and the experimental results show that using the Transformer and adding sentiment questions can improve the performance of the model.
II. RELATED WORK
ABSA is a sub-task in sentiment analysis, focusing on the extraction of fine-grained sentiment information, and its implementation has two categories [14] .
The first is a traditional method of using a lexicon or rule that extracts features for training sentiment polarity classifiers (such as SVM). However, this method is labour-intensive, and its performance is highly dependent on the quality of the manually labelled features. Reference [15] uses weights to calculate emotional word scores. Reference [16] proposes a vocabulary-based approach that includes both explicit and implicit opinions and improves the performance of the aspect ratio relationship through multiple cores [17] .
Moreover, the second is the machine learning method. Reference [18] uses a recently developed scalable statistical relationship model called the hinge loss Markov random field to model the relationship between aspects and emotions, thus developing a weakly supervised joint model for the emotional aspects of online courses. Then, it uses a hingeless Markov random field to solve the ABSA problem in MOOC. Reference [19] provides an emotionally consistent topic model (SATM) that combines two types of external knowledge: an overall score distribution at the product level and an emotional dictionary at the word level. An emotional matching model was proposed to predict the aspect ratio. Reference [20] combines a vocabulary-based approach with a feature-based support vector machine (SVM) and detects emotions for aspect words for the first time in the SemEval 14 competition.
Reference [21] constructs a binary phrase dependency tree of the target to construct an aspect word feature. It provides a new way to identify the emotional polarity of the entity. It is an extension of RNN that takes into account the dependencies and composition of sentences. Reference [22] combines target information in LSTM, evaluates it on the Twitter dataset, and proposes two methods, TD-LSTM and TC-LSTM. Reference [23] combines the attention mechanism with LSTM. When entering different targets, the model can focus on different parts of the sentence.
Reference [24] describes a sincere memory network approach to solving ABSA tasks. It uses a hierarchical model in which sentences and targets are interrelated to make a final classification by using attention units [25] . In the above study, Reference [26] proposes two new ways to improve attention. First of all, a target representation method is proposed to capture the semantics of the target better. Second, it introduces an attention model that incorporates syntactic information into the attention mechanism. It experimented with the attention-based LSTM model on SemEval's 2014, 2015, and 2016 datasets. Although it uses syntactic information to implement a local attention mechanism, its approach is different from the local attention mechanism. It uses local attention mechanisms in larger windows to select words to maintain semantic integrity. However, the local attention used in it tends to be smaller window sizes in order to capture relatively pure sentiment information about the target [27] . Also, it uses distance weights in local attention to highlight words that are close to the target, and the method uses a gating mechanism to assign weights to words in sentences dynamically [28] . More importantly, this method combines the local and global attention mechanisms to obtain the final sentence vector, which can make up for the shortcomings of local attention [29] .
Reference [12] divides each sentence into three parts and extracts context-related features using a two-way GRU. Reference [30] uses a hierarchical attention mechanism that combines the attention of the target level with the attention of the sentence level and inherits common sense knowledge into the RNN. This model has a more significant improvement than the previous model, but due to the effect of the forgetting gate of RNN itself, this model still cannot handle long text. Reference [31] proposes an LSTM model based on segmentation attention(SA-LSTM-P), which can effectively capture the structural dependence between target and emotional expression through the linear-chain conditional random field (CRF) layer. This model simulates the process by which humans infer emotional information while reading.
Different from the above model, we mainly carry out emotional classification from three aspects: optimizing feature extraction, transforming the form of target vector, eliminating the influence of irrelevant emotional words.
First of all, when we use LSTM to process text features, we find that when LSTM processes long text (more than 50 words), the gradient disappears. For this problem, we received inspiration from the self-attention mechanism. Based on the Transformer, the best-performing self-attention model, we use it to solve the forgotten information of serialized models such as LSTM.
Secondly, we find that the average target vector may be the wrong target feature. To solve this problem, we try to convert the target into an emotional question. The experiments show that the emotional question is more able to express the characteristics of the target.
Thirdly, we observed that there are some emotional words in the dataset that are not related to expressing emotions. We believe that these unrelated emotional words mislead the results of the experiment. Therefore, we use the memory network to eliminate the influence of unrelated emotional words on the classification results by extracting emotional features multiple times. The effect of classification has improved, indicating that the memory network can eliminate the influence of emotionally unrelated words.
We ran the other models mentioned above on our dataset. The experimental results show that our model is better than the best model in our data, indicating the superiority of our model.
III. THE COMPARISON OF SEQUENCE TRANSDUCTION AND SELF-ATTENTION MODEL
The first thing to know is that the sequence transduction model architecture is like this Fig. 2 before the attention mechanism emerges. First, the sequence model input the text into the encoder(the blue part of the Fig. 2 ), process it according to the order of the text and get a feature representation of the input text. Then the decoder outputs the feature as a feature representation of a fixed shape. The blue part of Fig 2 is the output of the sequence transduction model. However, this way of transmitting information leads to a massive loss of information, exceptionally long sentences, and language pairs with different word order, such as Fig. 2 .
When translating ''nice'' into the feature vector of e 1 , it must go through a long-distance, which may be mixed with noise or lose some useful information, so it is challenging to extract specific text features. Even after the addition of a partial attention mechanism to assist in the extraction of text features, extraction errors can occur. The reason is the insufficient capture of the relationship. In the feature extraction task of texts, we need to discover three kinds of relationships: the relationship inside the source sentence, the relationship inside the target sentence, the relationship between the source sentence and the target sentence.
Even if the above sequence transduction model uses the attention mechanism to capture the relationship between the source and target sentences, but still uses RNN to capture the relationship between the internal and the target sentences. The model captures the relationship from side to side (better with bidirectional sequence), but this is not straightforward, especially for some far distances.
In addition to the lack of learning long-distance relationships, seq2seq has one drawback: training slowly because it takes a word to look from left to right one by one, which makes RNN not take advantage of the parallel computing power of the GPU like CNN.
To solve the shortcomings of the sequence transduction model, we need to use a novel architecture, the self-attention mechanism, whose model structure is as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 is a simple self-attention mechanism framework. We can see that each word in the sentence is correlated (for the sake of drawing, we omit the connection of some words). Therefore, the self-attention mechanism can achieve long-distance dependence and solve the problem of gradient disappearance. Furthermore, this calculation method has no sequence requirements; it can be operated in parallel, saving much time. Fig. 4 is a Transformer self-attention model architecture diagram, which uses mainly self-attention mechanism, except that it is more complicated than Fig. 3 . It mainly performs the deformation and softmax operations on the results of the association calculation of each word, and finally combines the results of each round of the self-attention mechanism to obtain a more comprehensive text feature representation.
The calculation process of Fig. 4 's self-attention mechanism can be expressed as the following formula:
MultiHead
where e i represents a word, d k represents the dimension of the word vector, and W O is a randomly generated parameter matrix.
We think the most significant improvement of the transformer relative to the traditional sequence transduction is:
• Propose to use the attention mechanism to directly learn the internal relationship of the source language and the internal relationship of the target language, instead of learning with RNN as before; • A multi-head attention mechanism is proposed for the assumption that there are many different relationships, which is somewhat similar to the concept of multi-channel in CNN; • The position of the word is encoded by the sin and cos functions of different frequencies.
IV. THE PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we mainly introduce the TF-MN model. The following are assumptions of the ABSA task: First, given a piece of text C = {w C 1 , w C 2 , · · · , w C n−1 , w C n } consisting of n words, marked as context. Second, we proposed a target T = {w T 1 , w T 2 , · · · , w T i−1 , w T i }, consisting of multiple adjacent words in the context, predicting the emotional polarity of the specified text. Figure 5 shows the TF-MN architecture, which uses a pre-trained word embedding model in the context module to transform the context into a continuous low-dimensional sequence. Besides, the sentiment question module turns the target into a sentiment question, like ''What is the emotional tendency of the target in the text?''. Then, the memory module saves the context sequence information after the Transformer processes the context and the sentiment question, and it eliminates the influence of the unrelated words by multiple extractions. Finally, the answer module uses the softmax function to output the final sentiment polarity. The following sections describe our model in detail.
A. CONTEXT MODULE
The context module includes the following layers: the context encoder, the location encoder, and the fusion layer. The context and the location encoder layer encode each context and location information into a vector separately, while the fusion layer exchange information between these encoded vectors using a Transformer.
1) CONTEXT ENCODER LAYER
Specified a context C = w C 1 , w C 2 , · · · , w C n−1 , w C n , every word in C is converted into a k-dimensional vector e C i ∈ R k with a pre-trained word embedding matrix E ∈ R k * |V | , such as Tencent AI Lab Embedding [32] :
where |V | and k are the size of vocabulary and word vector, respectively.
2) LOCATION ENCODER LAYER
We establish a context location word embedding matrix L =∈ R k * n , which maps word location into a k-dimensional vector
where n is the dimension of row vector in L. To provide rich location information for context, the row vector of L is a k-dimensional vector consisting of k location information. Matrix L is a set of parameters to be trained, in which every row vector is a sequence of location information with random normal U (−0.02, 0.02).
3) FUSION LAYER
The fusion layer processes the context vector E C and context location vector L C , which contain exchanged information among vectors. We generate context representation H C ∈ R k * nc :
where nc denotes the max size of context (If the length is not enough, fill it with 0).
B. QUESTION MODULE
The question module further also contains these layers: the question encoder layer, the location encoder layer, and the fusion layer. The question encoder layer converts target into sentiment question firstly and then encodes question into a vector. The location encoder layer encodes location information into a vector. The fusion layer fuses these vectors into more specific features through the Transformer.
1) QUESTION ENCODER LAYER
Given a question T = w T 1 , w T 2 , · · · , w T i , T consists of one or more words, which can be included in C or doesn't appear in C. If T is embedded in sentiment question, you get the question as ''What is the emotional tendency of the target in the text?''. Every word in question is converted into a k-dimensional vector e Q i ∈ R k with a pre-trained word embedding matrix E:
2) LOCATION ENCODER LAYER
We also establish a question-location word embedding matrix L, which maps word location into a k-dimensional vector l Q i ∈ R k :
where the location information matrix of Q is the same as the context module.
3) FUSION LAYER
The fusion layer generates the sentiment question representation H Q ∈ R k * nq :
where nq denotes the max size of the question.
C. MEMORY MODULE
The memory module has three components: the attention gate, feature conversion, and the memory update gate, which is used to combine information from the context with target and purify of the target vector from the given context. The output F from the context module, the question q * from question module, and the acquired knowledge stored in the memory vector m t−1 from the previous step.
The three inputs are transformed by:
where '';'' is concatenation. '' * ,−,||'' are element-wise product, subtraction and absolute value respectively. F is a matrix of size (1, H C ), while q * and m t−1 are vectors of size 1, H Q and (1, H m ) , where H m is the output size of the memory update gate. To allow element-wise operation, H C , H Q , and H m have the same shape. In equation (10), the first two terms measure the similarity and difference between facts and the question. The last two terms have the same functionality for context and the last memory state. Let the i-th element in α to be the attention weight for w C i . α is obtained by transforming u using a two-layer perceptron:
where W m1 and W m2 are parameters of the perceptron, and we omit bias terms. The feature conversion takes F and α as input and then get the updated F:
The memory update gate outputs the updated memory m t using question q * , previous memory state m t−1 and the updated F:
where W u is the parameter of the linear layer.
The memory module could be iterated several times with a new α generated for each time, allows the model to attend to different parts of the facts in different iterations, which enables the model to perform complicated reasoning across sentences. The memory module produces m t as the output at the last iteration. 
D. ELIMINATE THE EFFECT OF IRRELEVANT WORDS
After introducing the composition of the above memory module, this section carefully introduces the workflow of the memory module. This module is a significant part of our model; it is mainly used to eliminate the influence of unrelated emotional words in the text. Fig. 6 1) ATTENTION GATE Formula 10 describes the calculation steps of the attention gate. First of all, the memory network has no memory. So we memory zero state m 0 equals H question. Moreover, perform multiplication and subtraction between context and question or between context and memory respectively, mark this result as D. Finally get attention gate by a linear transformation of D and memory bias. Expressed as follows:
where m 1 0 indicates the bias on the x-axis and m 2 0 indicates the bias on the y-axis.
2) UPDATE INFORMATION
In this section, we update two parts of information: context and memory. Firstly we use the linear transformation of context and attention gate to update the context. Secondly, we update memory by transformed context.
Each time the context and memory information is updated, the weight of the unrelated emotional words becomes smaller and smaller. By setting the number of iterations consistently, we set the impact of inappropriate emotional words to a minimum.
This update process can be described using the Formula 12 and Formula 13.
E. ANSWER MODULE
In answer module, we regard the memory module outputs as the final representation and put it into a softmax layer for aspect-based sentiment analysis task. To minimize the cross-entropy error of sentiment classification, we train the model in a supervised method in which loss function is described as follows: (c, q) ) (19) where T is all training items, LB is the set of sentiment polarities, (c, q) is a context-question pair. Our system outputs the probability of class lb by computing the item (c, q). P g lb (c, q) means zero or one, expressing whether the item is favourable or not. In the module, We calculate the gradients of the overall parameters by using back-propagating and update them in a stochastic gradient descent manner.
V. EXPERIMENT A. DATASET
We evaluated our approach on two datasets: the Weibo and Semeval datasets. Although China has hosted many Weibo comment analysis competitions and produced many high-quality datasets, such as NLPCC2013 1 and NLPCC2014, 2 unfortunately, most datasets only analyze sentimental tendencies at the sentence level. For fine-grained sentiment analysis, we construct datasets through web crawlers. We can specify that the target can be an entity or an abstract entity in Weibo. We divide the emotional polarity of the goal into negative, neutral, and positive. If the target differs in three emotional polarities, we ignore the target entity. The main thing we crawled is the data in the restaurant sector. This data contains four aspects: transportation, service, price, and the environment.
Then, we randomly selected 18,480 Weibo comments (a total of 22,821 Weibo comments) as the training set and the remaining 4,431 comments as the test set. To prevent over-fitting of the experiment, we set the entries for each emotional polarity of the data to be the same. Table 1 details the Weibo dataset, and each of the Weibo comments reached more than 200 characters in length. To demonstrate the versatility of our approach, we also experimented with the open-source the Semeval dataset. We use Semeval-2014-task4. 3 The dataset contains two areas, namely a restaurant and laptop. We set the ''aspect-term'' and ''categories'' that appear in the data as targets, and then perform ABSA experiments based on the targets. Table 2 is the details of our dataset.
To correct the shortcoming of the average target vector, we construct an emotional question, such as ''What is the emotional tendency of the target in the text?''. 
B. EVALUATION
We use loose and rigorous indicators to evaluate our methods and benchmark models. Our multi-label classifiers are measured using: F1 and Accuracy. F1 is a weighted harmonic averaging of Precision and Recall. It is a commonly used evaluation standard in the field of IR (Information Retrieval) and is often used to evaluate the quality of a classification model. Then these two indicators can be expressed using the following formula:
• Accuracy(Indicate the ratio of the sample that matches the label to the total sample.): where TP means correctly predict positive samples as positive; FN means erroneously predict positive samples as negative; FP means erroneously predict negative samples as positive; TN means correctly predict negative samples as negative.
C. PARAMETER SETTING
We use Tencent AI Lab Embedding 4 [32] to assign 200dimensional vectors to the context and target-to-words in the Weibo dataset. The Semeval dataset uses GloVe 5 as the word embedding matrix for the dataset, where each word is assigned a 300-dimensional vector. For all words in the two datasets that are not included in the word embedding matrix, we randomly assign a set of vectors by following the normal distribution of U(-0.01, 0.01). To prevent data overfitting, we set the loss rate to 0.1. The optimizer for our model is Adam, which has a batch-size and learning rate of 8 and 6.25e-5, respectively. We use Jieba 6 to segment the Chinese phrases and then generate a word vector matrix. Note: Even if we set up the experimental seed, the experimental results Then, we use the Transformer module to add the memory network module to the model. It is judged by previous comparative experiments, whether the added storage network module can reduce the influence of unnecessary emotional words.
Finally, we have added IAN, RAM and SA-LSTM-P for comparison and compared it with other paper models to highlight the experimental results of our model. Table 3 and Table 4 show the performance of the Weibo dataset and the Semeval dataset, respectively. Compared with the average target vector method, we can find that the model using the emotional question has a particular improvement on both datasets. However, the improvement of the Weibo dataset is relatively small. We speculate that the words that make up the target in the Weibo dataset are more common vocabulary and do not result in random assignment to smaller word vectors. The relatively vast improvement in the Semeval dataset shows that there are some uncommon words on the Semeval dataset, which are changed into the form of emotional questions to improve the classification.
E. MODEL COMPARISON
Besides, we compare the models using the Transformer and LSTM, and we can see that the Transformer effect is better than the LSTM model on the Weibo dataset. However, what surprised us was that on the Semeval dataset, there was almost no improvement in using the Transformer model. We looked at Semeval's dataset in detail. Most of the length of the comments is around 20 words, and a few are more than 50 words. Therefore, this creates the illusion that the performance of the LSTM model is similar to the Transformer model.
To our surprise, our model has dramatically improved its performance after joining the memory network. Compared to the previous model, the average is increased by 3%. However, the improvement effect on the Weibo dataset is minimal. We think this is because the size of the Weibo dataset is relatively large, and the memory network needs many iterations. To better achieve the effect of classification, we set different iteration times for the memory network of each dataset.
From Table 3 and Table 4 , we can also see that the TF-MN model can improve the effect of sentiment classification. The experimental results of the TF-MN model are superior to those of the IAN, RAM and SA-LSTM-P neural network models.
F. VISUALIZATION OF ATTENTION
We visualize the weight of the Transformer model output of a comment in Figure 7 . The comment is in the restaurant field, about the emotional scoring of service attitudes, which review includes both services and food. Both of these aspects have received significant attention. However, when we conduct the ''service'' emotional polarity judgment, we only need information about ''service''. To do this, the model needs a more focused allocation of attention weights. Figure 8 shows the distribution of attention weights after we have used the memory network. When scoring ''service'', the attention of the comments concentrates on the ''service'' aspect and the surrounding adjectives. Therefore, the memory network can reduce the influence of irrelevant emotional words and entities and improve the correctness of sentiment classification.
G. MEMORY NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
We conduct two experiments to optimize the number of memory updates in order to improve the efficiency of the sentiment information extraction of the memory module. In the Weibo dataset, our model obtains the best classification effect when the number of iterations of the model is 5. Nevertheless, in the Semeval-2014-task4 dataset, the best number of memory updates is 3. Table 5 shows the results of these experiments. We conclude that excessive memory update operations cause the local attention mechanism to repeatedly operate on the same block of text, which reduces the performance of the model.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use the memory network model to migrate ABSA tasks to Q&A tasks, whose key is to turn the target into a sentiment question. At the same time, we also believe that other effective network models can replace the memory network. We think that the attention gate in the memory module of TF-MN can add syntax information. This task can also inspire other tasks that have context but no apparent questions. The TF-MN model uses the memory network model to model the Weibo sentiment analysis of the Q&A task. We conduct several experiments on the Weibo dataset and the Semeval-2014-task4 dataset. The results show that our model is better than the state-of-art model. In future work, we will also study how to apply the capsule network to the ABSA task. 
